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Synopsis
Contains full page color photos of all NEW Beanie Babies, and includes photos and current values for all 200 Beanie Babies. This edition includes 52 fabulous recipes from the authors and Beanie Chef Jeanette Long. Both previous editions have been on the New York Times Bestseller List, as well as on the USA Today Bestseller List. There are over 3 million copies of The Beanie Baby Handbook in print!
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Customer Reviews
How a company like Ty lets this so-called authority write books like this is crazy! What does he do buy them - randomly throw values at them... You try to sell the beanies at his prices. Good luck. So misleading, wish he would stop ruining the market.

When I first got this book, the Beanie Baby craze had hit a high point. My sister and I would read it over and over again for the articles on different Beanie Babies at the time, and dream of all the rare Beanie Babies we’d probably never have. As we got older, so did the craze, and all we were left with was a glorified cookbook. However, the recipes in this book are actually quite good. One recipe in particular has been my most favorite over the years: the gingersnap recipe. I can’t remember the exact name of the recipe, so I haven’t been able to find it online. All I can remember is the delicious taste of those sweetly soft ginger cookies with a side of milk and fresh out of the oven. The only reason why I want this book again is solely for this recipe.
I think that this book was a diffident wast of money. It has little if any info on beanie babies. All it is is a cookbook. Take my advise and save your money.

check it. site got alot of reviews explains alot 'bout stuff.its...a cookbook, think so anyways: 1. lots of people say sob. books got a cake on the front 3. yeah people say sotheirs my proof got it all set for ya have fun ;)

I really injoyed the book. Others who don't like it must be nuts. It tells you the birthdates and full colored pictures and current values and the values in 2008. Also when it is likely to retire. It also gives you the poem on the certain beanies tag and the 10 most vauluble beanies and if you want to look up a certain beanie it is easy because it's in alphabetical order. Other beanie book don't always have the correct value or don't have it at all and gives no further info. The only problem with the book is that it only gives you guesses when it will retire. Other than that i would recomed it. I wish that they made one for 1999!

This edition of the Beanie Baby Handbook amazes me! It tries to be as up-to-date as possible, which is difficult in the world of Ty. There are separate sections for current, retired, and Teenie Beanie Babies. The book also includes an offer to join the Unofficial Beanie Baby Fan Club, lyrics to Beanie Baby songs, news flashes, etc. Great photos, too! Each Beanie "profile" has the Beanie's photo and also lists its birthday, poem, and miscellaneous information about that Beanie. I definitely recommend this book! :-)

We were collectors of those precious beanies back when it was the rage. Aside from the monthly magazine (Mary Beth’s something), this book became our official beanie guidebook! Each page has a beautiful colorful picture of each beanie with important information for that beanie. I used to droll over the beanies that we couldn’t get because they were retired. Secondary market prices were ridiculous! This handbook includes information on the original beanies and others up to 1998 (I think!).

If I wanted a receipe book I would have purchased one, 69 out of 215 pages were related to Beanies, the rest of the book is a waste of time. I really was looking for a good collector book, like the last one. I will never purchase a book from this author again. I hope they understand that people
who want to collect don't want stupid receipes included in a collectors edition book. Again I ssy this book is a big waste of MONEY. Don't waste your money.
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